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How public is the pavement:  
The smallest public element that is subject to major power relations. 
  
betül ensar 
ceren şal 
ceren bilgin 
çağlar çelik 
gizem güzelsoy 
martin filliatre 
  
sevince bayrak 
oral göktaş 
 























































































ARTIFICIAL FOREST 
 

In the Tunnel, we see a HUGE and UNFUNCTIONAL space. Because of most of the people go to the bus, the metro station 
and Taksim square, using the shortest way, they don’t even notice this unfunctional and big space. To show them this 
space’s magnitude, we can create an ARTIFICIAL FOREST there. Normally it is impossible to grow any plant because the 
conditions are so disadvantageous. Because of the reasons like the place doesn’t get light or there’s no air circulation and 
there’s a lot of exhaust smoke etc. growing a plant becomes impossible in the Tunnel. By creating an artificial forest, we can 
GET ATTENSION OF PEOPLE and we can MAKE THEM UNDERSTAND the hugeness and unfunctionness of place. We can 
compare the Tunnel’s area with the closest big green area, Gezi Park. We can calculate that if the tunnel has better 
conditions, how many trees or plants can we able to grow there?, How cubic meter of oxygen do these plants create? How 
many people’s oxygen need do these plants supply? In the end, we will remark the ecological reflections of this area in the 
Tunnel. 



TOPOGRAPHIC LEVELS 
 

The width of the pavements which are located  between the Tarlabasi Boulevard and the Taksim Tunnel decrease to 10 cm in 
some points. People have some difficulties when they are walking because of the HOLES AND ROUGHS and at these points 
they have to walk on the vehicle road which cars pass quite fast to walk. Beside that, when people arrive at the Taksim Tunnel, 
they find themselves in a huge, nonproportional and smooth area. In order to emphasise the CONTRAST of the rough 
pavement structure between the Tarlabasi Boulevard and The Taksim Tunnel, some TOPOGRAPHIC LEVELS can be added to the 
wide are in the Taksim Tunnel. By the way the people’s attention can be taken and the people understand the contrast 
between these two area with the help of these topographic levels. 



HOLOGRAMS 
 

 Those columns are the most striking thing of this space, but the space has no interaction with the people 

since they have no reason to go there. In fact, the space is EMPTY, without any function. People pass without even giving a 

look at this enormous volume. They go from the bus to the stairs, and that's all. Thus, we could gain the attention of people so 

they realize the size of this GIGANTIC VOLUME. It could be used as a stage for dancers. But the columns would be the 
dancers. A ballet of columns could welcome the passengers. How to do that ? Shut down some lights in the unused area, 

enlight the columns, and create some more columns as HOLOGRAM clones. Or as mapping animation, on the surface of the 

wall.This whole enlightment animation, synchronized and intermittent, could create an effect of movement among the 
columns, a kind of choregraphy. The people would then pay attention to those columns, and then to the size and of this space, 
and maybe ask why it is empty, and unused. 



 
TOMA STORAGE 

 
First we thought about putting all the stuff on the Tarlabasi pavement in this space instead of the sidewalk. 

After, walking around Taksim meydani, we thought putting the TOMAs into there, if they need to be here, 

allright, but let's store them in a place where they will NOT IMPACT the circulation! 

 
 
 
 
 










